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1. Sensor-Based Models

An American Sign Language Recognition system with flex and motion sensors was implemented in ref. . This system

produced better results than a cyber glove embedded with a Kinect camera. Authors succeeded in proposing a model

which performs better recognition of signs using different algorithms of machine learning . Response time and accuracy

were increased using better sensors and an efficient algorithm for the specified task. The traditional approach of sign

language was changed by embedding sensor networks for recognition purposes. A proposed model was implemented by

the combination of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) in sign language recognition. This

combined algorithm produced better results than the Hidden Markova model (HMM) . A smart data glove named “E-

Voice” was developed by authors for alphabetical gesture recognition of ASL. The prototype was designed using flex

sensors and accelerometer sensors. The data glove was successful in recognizing sign gestures with improved accuracy

and increased efficiency . Sign language is a subjective matter, so a new method of recognition was developed using

surface electromyography (sEMG). Here, sensors were connected to the right forearm of the subject and collected data

for training and testing purposes. They used the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm for recognition and obtained

better results for real-time gesture recognition . Another model was proposed as a combination of three types of

sensors. These sensors included flux, motion, and pressure sensors to determine SVM impact on sign language

recognition . Daily activity was recognized using a smart-data glove. Two basic techniques for gesture interpretation

were used using data glove interaction .

Implementation of a more advanced approach including a deep learning model was developed in ref. . Static gestures

were converted into American Sign Language alphabets using Hough Transform, and this technique was applied on 15

samples per alphabet and obtained 92% accuracy. A combination of motion tracker and the smart sensor was used in sign

language recognition. An Artificial Neural Network approach was implemented to obtain the desired results . The

Artificial Neural Network translates American Sign Language into alphabets. A sensory glove called a smart hand glove

with a motion detection mechanism was used for data collection purposes, and as a result, the transmitter-receiver

network processed input data to control home appliances and generate recognition results . Hand-body language-

based data analysis was performed using a machine-learning approach. A sensor glove embedded with 10 sensors was

used to capture 22 different kinds of postures. KNN, SVM, and PNN algorithms were applied to perform sign language

posture recognition . The authors in ref.  presented a device named the “Electronic Speaking Glove”. This device

was developed using a combination of Flex sensors. Flex sensor data were fed into a low-power, high-performance, and

fast 8-bit TMEGA32L AVR microcontroller. A reduced instruction set architecture (RISC)-based AVR microcontroller used

the “template matching” algorithm for sign language recognition.

Another Sign language recognition-based system was developed by . This virtual image interaction-based sensor

system succeeded in recognizing six letters, i.e., “A, B, C, D, F, and K,” and a digit, “8”. So, the prototype was developed

using two flex sensors attached to the index and middle finger of the right hand. These sensor data were transmitted

towards the Arduino Uno microcontroller. In this experimental setup, MATLAB-based Fuzzy logic was implemented. A sign

gesture recognition-based prototype was developed by the authors in ref. . This prototype consisted of a smart glove

embedded with five flex sensors. This acquired data were then sent towards the Arduino Nano microcontroller, and a

template matching algorithm was used for gesture recognition purposes. This experimental set succeeded in recognizing

four gestures made for Sign Language. A Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and a speaker were used to display and speaking
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recognized gestures, respectively. The authors in ref.  developed an experimental model for Standard American Sign

Language (ASL) alphabet recognition. A programmable intelligent computer (PIC) was used to store the predefined

alphabet data of ASL alphabets. This experimental setup was also based on template matching phenomena. For data

acquisition purposes, a smart prototype based on three flex sensors along with an analogue to digital (ADC) converter, an

LCD, and an INA 126 instrumentation speaker were utilized. In this setup, the 16F377A modeled microcontroller was

used, which succeeded in recognizing 70% of ASL alphabet gestures.

A more advanced, intelligent, and smart system was implemented by the authors in ref. . Their experimental setup

included eight contact sensors and nine flex sensors. These sensors were placed inside and outside of fingers. The outer

five sensors were deployed to detect bending changes, and the inner four sensors were attached to measure hand

orientation. This system was also based on a template matching algorithm where a unique 36 gesture-based standard

ASL dataset was matched with input data. The ATmega 328P microcontroller was used for matching purposes, which

succeeded in producing 83.1% and 94.5% accuracy for alphabet and digits, respectively.

In ref. , the authors made a Standard Sign language recognition prototype. This prototype consisted of five flex sensors

embedded with an ATmega 328 based microcontroller. Senor-based acquired data were compared with the already stored

ASL dataset. This experimental set succeeded in producing 80% overall accuracy. To facilitate the deaf-mute community,

another important contribution was presented by ref. . The authors succeeded in developing a prototype which

translates sign language into its perfectly matched alphabet or digit. Eleven resistive sensors were used to measure the

bending of each finger. Two separate sensors were utilized in this scenario to detect wrist bending. The developed smart

device worked perfectly on static gestures and produced good results in alphabet recognition with an overall accuracy of

90%. A Vietnamese Sign language recognition system was developed using six accelerometer sensors . This prototype

was designed for 23 local Vietnamese gestures, including two extra postures of “space” and “punctuation”. Gesture

classification was performed using Fuzzy logic-based algorithms. This device, named “AcceleGlove”, succeeded in

producing 92% overall accuracy in Vietnamese Sign language recognition. A posture recognition system was developed in

ref. . This innovative glove-based system was assembled using a flex sensor, force sensor, and a MPU6050

Accelerometer sensor. Five flex and five force sensors were attached to each finger, and an accelerometer was attached

to to the wrist. The experimental setup comprised data from flex sensors, force sensors, gyro sensors, accelerometer

sensors, and IMU sensor data. All these sensors related to Arduino Mega for data acquisition. Based on data

classification, the output was displayed on LCD. This system achieved 96% accuracy on average. A real-time sign-to-

speech translator was developed to convert static signs into speech by using “Sign Language trainer & Voice converter”

software . Data were acquired using five flex sensors and a 3-axis accelerometer sensor connected with an Arduino-

based microcontroller.

A handmade sign recognition system was developed with the help of LabVIEW software using the Arduino board. The

user interacted with the environment using the LabVIEW provided Graphical User Interface (GUI), and recognition was

performed with the help of Arduino . Another smart-sensor-embedded glove was developed by . A good combination

of flex sensors, contact sensors, and a 3-axis ADXL335 accelerometer was used for recognition purposes. Flex sensors

were attached to each finger of the hand, and contact sensors were placed in between two consecutive fingers. The sign

language-based gestures were obtained using a described smart glove. These sign-based analog data were transferred

towards the Arduino Mega environment for recognition purposes. Classified sign gestures were displayed with the help of

a 16 × 2 Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and were converted into speech with the help of a speaker. A smart glove based on

five flex sensors and an accelerometer was designed for sign language recognition . This data glove transferred analog

signal data to the microcontroller for recognition. Lastly, the output was shown with the help of pre-recorded voice

matched with a recognized sign. A sign language recognition system based on numeric data was developed in ref. .

The authors used a combination of a Hall sensor and a 3-axis accelerometer. The smart data glove was composed of four

Hall sensors attached to the fingers only. Hand orientation was measured with the help of an accelerometer, and finger

bend was detected by using Hall sensors. These analog sensor data were passed towards MATLAB code to ideally

recognize signs made by smart gloves. This experimental setup was only tested on numbers ranging from 0 to 9. The

developed system succeeded in producing an accuracy of 96% in digit recognition.

Despite traditional sensor-based bright data gloves, another advanced approach was utilized by . A smart glove for

gesture recognition was created by using LTE-4602 modeled light emitting diodes (LEDs), photodiodes, and polymeric

fibers. This combination was used only to detect finger bending. Hand motion was also captured using a 3-axis

Accelerometer and gyroscope. This portable smart glove succeeded in hand gesture recognition made for sign language

translation. The authors also made regional sign language systems from different origins. An Urdu Sign Language-based

system was developed in ref. . The smart data glove was composed of five flex sensors attached to each finger, and a

3-axis accelerometer was placed at the palm. To display the output, a liquid crystal display (LCD) of 16 × 2 dimensions
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was used. The authors succeeded in creating a dataset of 300 × 8 dimensions, and the Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) technique was utilized using the MATLAB software to detect static sign gestures. Using PCA, the authors

succeeded in achieving 90% accuracy. Another regional sign language recognition system was presented in ref. . The

authors made a prototype to convert Malaysian Sign Language. A smart data glove made of Tilt sensors and a 3-axis

accelerometer was developed for recognition purposes. Microcontroller and Bluetooth modes were also involved in this

prototype to classify detected signs and transmit them to a smartphone. The microcontroller operated on template-

matching phenomena and succeeded in recognizing a few Malaysian Sign Language gestures. Overall system accuracy

was from 78.33% to 95%. Flex sensor and accelerometer-based smart gloves can perform alphanumeric data

classification. Using this prototype, 26 alphabets and ten digits can be recognized using a template-matching algorithm

. Five flex sensors attached to each finger produced an analog signal of a performed gesture which was transferred

towards an Arduino Uno microcontroller. Including an accelerometer for hand motion detection, the authors obtained eight

valued data for a sign gesture. In ref. , the authors developed two gloves-based models. These models contained ten

flex sensors attached to each finger of both hands and a 9 degree of freedom (DoF) accelerometer for motion detection.

Two glove-based systems were tested on phonetic letters, including a, b, c, ch, and zh. With the help of a matching

algorithm, the authors performed static sign recognition with approximately 88% accuracy.

American Sign Language classification and recognition-system-based probabilistic segmentation were presented in ref.

. This system was divided into two main modules. The first module performed segmentation based on the Bayesian

Network (BN). Data obtained during this session were used for training purposes. The second module was based on

classification using a combination of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with multilayer Conditional Random Field

(CRF). This system succeeded in producing 89% accuracy on average. The authors in ref.  brought some innovation in

existing sign language recognition systems by combining data obtained from sensor gloves and the data obtained using

hand-tracking systems. A very well-known methodology known as Dumpster-Shafer theory was implemented on the

obtained and fused data for evidence assembling. This fused system achieved 96.2% recognition accuracy on 100 two-

handed ArSL. Hand motion and tilt sensor-based sign data were collected using Cyber Glove . The classification of 27

hand-shapes based on Signing Exact English (SEE) was performed using Fisher’s linear discriminant embedded with a

linear decision tree. Vector Quantization Principal Component Analysis (VQPCA) was used as a classification tool for sign

language recognition. This system was successful in obtaining 96.1% overall accuracy.

An Arabic Sign Language recognition-based deep learning framework focusing on the singer independent isolated model

was discussed in ref. . The main focus of this research was on the regional sign gestures. In a vast variety of regional

domains, these authors focused on only Arabic sign gestures and implemented deep learning-based approaches to

achieve the desired results. Implementation of hand gestures recognition for posture classification was implemented in

ref. . The prototype was purely based on real-time hand gesture recognition. For implementation, an IMU-based data

glove embedded with different sensors was used to achieve the desired results. Another advancement in the field of

sensor-based gestures recognition was implemented by ref. . A dual leap motion controller (LMC)-based prototype was

designed to capture and identify data. Gaussian Mixture Model and Linear Discriminant based approaches were

implemented to achieve results. A case study-related implementation based on regional data was implemented in ref. .

The authors focused on Pakistani Sign Language models to work on Multiple Kernel Learning-based approaches.

Working with signal-based sensor values for classification of real-time gestures was implemented in ref. . The authors

worked on wrist-worm-based real-time hand and surface postures. EMGs and IMU-based sensors were embedded to

achieve the desired values of sign postures. An armband EMG sensor-based approach was implemented by the authors

in ref. . The main focus was to classify finger language by utilizing ensemble-based artificial neural network learning.

The sensor values helped ANN to classify gestures accurately. A sign language interpretation-based smart glove was

designed by the authors in ref. . A sensor-fused data glove was used to recognize and classify SL postures. Another

novel approach to capture sign gestures was discussed in ref. . The developers of the smart data glove named it

SkinGest as it completely grips skin with no detachments. For capturing gestures and postures data, filmy stretchable

strain sensors were used. Leap motion-based identification of sign gestures was implemented with the help of a modified

LSTM model in ref. . Continuous sign gestures was perfectly classified using an LSTM model to get the desired results.

Another novel approach of working with key frame sampling was implemented in ref. . The authors also focused on

skeletal features to utilize an attention-based sign language recognition network. A Turkish sign language dataset was

processed using based line methods in ref. . Large scale multimodal data were classified based on regional postures to

achieve good recognition results. Similarly, the authors used Multimodal Spatiotemporal Networks to classify sign

language postures in ref. . Development of a low cost model for translating sign gestures was targeted in ref. . The

main focus was the development of a smart wearable device with a very reasonable price.
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2. Vision Based Models

The authors in ref.  developed a model using vision-sensor-based techniques to extract temporal and spatial features

from video sequences. The CNN algorithm was applied on removed lines to identify the recognized activity. An American

Sign Language dataset was used for feature extraction and activity recognition. An Intel Real sense camera was used to

translate American Sign Language (ASL) gestures into text. The proposed system included an Intel Real camera-based

setup and applied SVM and Neural Network (NN) algorithms to recognize sign language . Due to the large set of

classes, inter-class complexity was increased to a large extent. This issue was resolved using the Convolutional Neural

Network CNN-based approach. Depth images were captured using a high-definition Kinect Camera. Obtained images

were processed using CNN to obtain alphabets . Real-time sign language was interpreted using CNN to perform real-

time sign detection. This approach does not include outdated datasets or predefined image datasets. The authors

manually implemented a real-time data analysis mechanism rather than the traditional approach of using predefined

datasets in ref. . In vision-sensor-based recognition, 20 alphabets with numbers were recognized using Neural

Network-based Hough Transform . Due to the image’s dataset, a specific threshold value of 0.25 was used for

efficiency achievement in the Canny edge detector. This system succeeded in achieving 92.3% accuracy. Fifty samples of

alphabets and numbers were recognized by the Indian sign language system using a vision-sensor-based technique .

A support vector machine (SVM)-based classifier with B-spline approximation was used, which achieved 91% accuracy on

average. A hybrid pulse-coupled neural network (PCNN) embedded with a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA)

algorithm was used collectively to identify image-based gesture data . This prototype achieved 96% accuracy based on

the best match phenomena.

Principal component analysis (PCA) along with local binary patterns (LBP) extracted Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

features with 99.97% accuracy in ref. . In ref. , hand segmentation based on skin color detection was used. For

hands identification and tracking, a skin blob tracking system was used. This system achieved 97% accuracy on 30

recognition words. In ref. , Arabic Sign language recognition was performed using various transformation techniques

like Log-Gabor, Fourier, and Hartley transform. Hartley transform and Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest

Neighbor (KNN) classifiers helped produce 98% accuracy. Combined orientation histogram and statistical (COHST)

features along with wavelet feature techniques were used in ref. . These techniques succeeded in recognizing static

signs made for numbers from zero to nine in ASL. The neural network produced efficient results based on the feature

values of COHST, wavelet, and histogram with 98.17% accuracy. Static gesture recognition based on alphabets was

performed using neural network-based wavelet transform. This system achieved 94.06% accuracy in recognizing Persian

sign language . Manual signs were detected using the finger, palm, and place of articulation. Equipment arranged for

manual sign extracted data from a video sequence and matched it with a 2D image of standard American Sign Language

alphabets. The proposed setup resulted in accurate sign detection of alphabets .

Deep learning-based SLR models are also focused on vision-based approaches. The authors in ref.  focused on

current deep learning-based techniques, trends, and issues in deep models for SL generation. Keeping in mind standard

American Sign Language models, the authors in ref.  focused on the development of a deep image-based user

independent approach. Their main work was based on PCANet features based on depth analysis. Another edge

computing-based thermal image detection system was presented by the authors in ref. . They worked on digit-based

sign recognition model using deep learning approaches. Different computer vision-based techniques were applied for SLR

tasks. A camera sensor-based prototype was used by the authors in ref.  to correctly identify sign postures. A

convolutional neural network-based approach was implemented by using video sequences in ref. . A three-dimensional

attention-based model was designed for a very large vocabulary to acquire data from video sequences and classify them

using a 3D-CNN model. Similarly, the same authors implemented a boundary adaptive encoder using an attention-based

method on a regional Chinese language dataset in ref. . A novel key-frame-centered clip-based approach was

implemented on the same Chinese Sign Language-based dataset in ref. . The regional Chinese sign dataset was

classified using video sequences in the form of images. This vision-based novel approach produced challenging results in

CSL. Another fingerspell-based smart model was developed by the authors in ref. . They focused on the development

of an Indian quiz portfolio that was based on camera-oriented posture classification. The main point of identification was

based on ASLR models using a vision-based approach. A vision sensor-based three-dimensional approach was

implemented by the authors in ref. . Three-dimensional sign language representation was classified with the help of

spatial three-dimensional relational geometric features. These 3-D data were classified and recognized with the help of a

S3DRGF-based technique quite efficiently. Another vision-based technique focusing on color mapping-based classification

and recognition was developed by the authors in ref. . A CNN-based deep learning model was trained on the three-

dimensional data of signs. Color texture coded-based joint angular displacement maps were classified efficiently with the

help of a 3-D deep CNN model. Another advanced approach based on three-dimensional data manipulation for sign

gestures was implemented in ref. . The authors focused on classification and recognition of angular velocity maps with
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the help of the deep ResNet model. Connived Feature ResNet was deployed specifically to classify and recognize 3-D

sign data. Another video sequences-based novel approach to classify sign gestures was implemented in ref. . A

BiLSTM-based three-dimensional residual neural network was used to capture video sequences and identify the posture

data. A novel deep learning-based hand gesture recognition approach was implemented by the authors in ref. . Image-

based fine postures were captured and perfectly recognized using deep learning-based architecture. A virtual sign

channel for visual communication was developed in ref. . The authors’ main focus was to create a virtual

communication channel for deaf-mute and hearing individuals. Another three-dimensional data representation for Indian

sign language was developed in ref. . The authors used an adoptive kernel-based motionlets-matching technique to

classify gesture data. A video sequence and text embedding-based continuous sign language model was implemented in

ref. . Joint latent spaces-based data were processed using cross model alignment of a continuous sign language

recognition model.

3. Non-Commercial Models for Data Glove

In non-commercial systems, most authors work on finger bend detection regarding any sign made. So, a large variety of

different solo sensors or a combination of different sensors were used to detect this finger bending. The authors in ref. 

developed a non-commercial-based prototype for sign language recognition. This system was completely based on the

finger bending method. To detect finger bending, ten flex sensors were used. A pair of sensors were attached to two joints

of each finger. To deal with analogue flex data, a MPU-506A multiplexer was used. Selected data coming from the

multiplexer were sent to the MSP430G2231 microcontroller. A Bluetooth module was used to transmit data towards a

smart cell phone. This captured data were then compared with the sign language database and the sorted result was

converted into speech using a text-to-speech converter. The authors in ref.  also succeeded in developing a non-

commercial sign language recognition-based prototype. This prototype included five ADXL 335 accelerometer sensors

connected with an ATmega 2560 microcontroller system. Based on axis orientation, sign language was identified and

transmitted via a Bluetooth module towards mobile application for text-to-speech conversion. In ref. , a prototype was

developed to help handicapped people. This prototype converted finger orientation into some actions. For this purpose,

five optical fibers sensors were used to collect finger bending data. These 8-bit analog data were used to train

multilayered neural networks (NN) using MATLAB. So, six hand gesture-based operations were performed using the

Backpropagation training algorithm. For data validation, a tenfold validation method was implemented on 800 sample

records. Similarly, for Sign Language Recognition, the authors made a non-commercial prototype based on five flex

sensors . The MSP430F149 microcontroller was used to classify incoming analog data. These data were compared

with standard American Sign Language (ASL) data, and the output was displayed on Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). Using

text-to-speech methodology, the recognized letter was converted into speech using a good quality speaker. The authors in

ref.  developed the Sign-to-Letter (S2L) system. This system contained six flex sensors and a combination of discrete-

valued components and a microcontroller. Five flex sensors were attached to five fingers of the hand, and one sensor was

attached to the wrist of the same hand. This combination of two different bending-based sensors succeeded in converting

signs into the letter. The output of this system was displayed via the programming “IF-ELSE” condition. A combination of

Light Emitting Diode- Laser Dependent Resistor (LED-LDR) sensors was used by . MSP430G2553 microcontroller was

used to detect signs made by finger bending. Using mentioned microcontroller, analog data were converted into digital

and ASCII codes related to 10 Sign Language Alphabets. Converted data were transmitted using a Bluetooth module

named as ZigBee, and recognized ASCII code was displayed on a computer screen. This code was also converted into

speech.

Another fingerspell system was developed in ref. . This prototype included four flex sensors and an accelerometer

sensor. The main idea in this prototype design was to translate handmade signs into their corresponding American Sign

Language (ASL) alphabets. For data acquisition, four deaf-mute individuals were gathered. This system succeeded in

understanding 21 gestures out of 26. A hand gesture recognition system was developed by measuring inertial

measurements along with altitude values . For data acquisition, six Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) were used in this

prototype. Each IMU was attached to each finger, and one IMU was attached to the wrist. This experimental setup

succeeded in collecting hand gesture data by an accelerometer and a gyroscope, and a magnetometer sensor provided

values. These values were refined using Kalman Filter and processed through the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

algorithm. Overall, 85% accuracy was achieved by using this prototype in hand gesture recognition.

4. Commercial Data Glove Based Models

Besides following the traditional way of making cheap data gloves, some of the authors used a commercial data glove

named “CyberGlove”. This commercial glove was specifically designed for deaf-mute people. A lot of affected
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communities and research centers used this glove for communication and research purposes. CyberGlove was

manufactured precisely with the combination of 22 sensors embedded on the glove. The basic structure of the glove

contained four sensors attached in between fingers and three sensors attached on each finger. Palm sensors and wrist

bending measurement sensors were also included in this commercial prototype. This smart, thin layer, elastic fiber-based

sensor glove had an approximate cost of $40,000 for each pair. Using this CyberGlove, authors in ref.  applied a

combination of neural network-based algorithms to measure the accuracy and efficiency of the system. Finger orientation

and hand motion projection were captured with a smart CyberGlove embedded with a 3D motion-tracker sensor. This

analog signal data were transferred towards a pair of word recognition network and velocity network algorithms. These

algorithms worked on 60 American Sign Language (ASL) combinations and obtained an accuracy of 92% and 95%,

respectively. A posture recognition system based on a 3D hand posture model was developed in ref. . A Java 3D-based

model helped in classification and segmentation of real-time input posture data. These data were compared with pre-

recorded CyberGlove-based data with the help of an index tree algorithm. Another CyberGlove embedded with a 3D

motion tracker named as Folk of Birds was used for sign language recognition. CyberGlove-based data containing bend,

axis, motion, and hand orientation were fed into the multilayered neural network. The Levenberg-Marquardt

backpropagation algorithm was used for segmentation and sign classification. This prototype succeeded in producing

90% accuracy in American Sign Language (ASL) recognition .

In the sensor-based sign language recognition domain, another advancement was made by introducing a new five-

dimensional technology commercial data glove commonly known as the 5DT data glove. This 5DT commercial glove was

made in two variants, one with five fiber optic sensors and the other with fourteen optic sensors. 5DT manufacturers

named this fiber optic smart data device ultra-motion. Internationally this data glove’s cost was approximately $995. In five

sensor-based data gloves, each optical sensor is attached to each finger, and one sensor is attached for hand orientation

detection. In 14 optic fiber sensors, two sensors are kept in contact with one finger, and a sensor is also attached in

between fingers to check finger abduction. Two-axis measurement-based sensors are also attached in that glove to

determine axis and orientation, including pitch and roll of the hand. So, these 5DT-based bright data gloves were used by

authors for Japanese Sign language recognition . The main idea of developing this system was to automate the

learning system. A 3D model based on the 5DT 14 sensor-based smart data glove for simulating signs was made. This

system highlights motion errors for beginners and helps understand hand motion completely via a 3D model. To facilitate

communication for deaf and mute people, another advancement was applied using a combination of 5DT data gloves with

five embedded sensors. Data obtained by using ultra motion glove were trained using the MATLAB simulator. A

multilayered neural network with five inputs and 26 outputs was utilized for the training model for sign language

recognition. A series of NN-based algorithms like resilient, back, quick, and Manhattan propagation, including scaled

conjugated gradient, was used for the training model .

Another advancement in sign language recognition was seen in ref. . The authors used a DG5 V hand data glove for

data acquisition. The internal structure of the DG5 V hand data glove contained five flex or bending sensors with one

three axis accelerometer and three contact sensors. This data glove was capable of transmitting acquired data wirelessly.

The overall system was made remotely functional by using a battery. The DG 5 V commercial data glove was used for

American and Arabic Sign language recognition systems. The authors focused on Arabic Sign Language, whereas this

data glove had already been used previously for American Sign Language. The only left-hand glove cost $750. A pair of

DG5 V data gloves were used in Arabic Sign language recognition. Two glove-based models succeeded in acquiring data

for 40 sentences. This dataset was classified using a modified K-Nearest Neighbor (MKNN) algorithm. The overall system

succeeded in producing 98.9% accuracy. The hand gesture cannot be fully recognized without knowing hand orientation

and posture. Therefore, an advancement in the traditional system was brought by fusing the concept of Electromyography

and inertial sensors within the system . Using a combination of the Accelerometer (ACC) sensor with Electromyography

(EMG), the authors achieved multiple degrees of freedom for hand movement. This setup was used for Chinese Sign

language recognition. The EMG sensors were attached at five muscle points over the forearm, and the MMA7361

modeled 3-axis accelerometer was attached over the wrist. Multi-layered Hidden Markov Model and decision tree

algorithms were used for recognition purposes, which succeeded in producing 72.5% accuracy.

The same setup of Accelerometer and Electromyography was used for German Sign Language. The authors used a

single EMG with a single ACC sensor to recognize a small database of German vocabulary. The training was performed

on seven words with seventy samples for each word. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)

classifiers were used. The system succeeded in achieving an average accuracy of 88.75% and 99.82% in the case of

subject dependency . A similar hybrid approach of Accelerometer and Electromyography was used for the Greek Sign

language recognition system. The experimental setup consisted of five-channel Electromyography and an accelerometer

sensor. The experiment was conducted on the singer with the intrinsic entropy mode. Experiments repeated ten times on

three native singers produced training data. So, the system was trained using the intrinsic entropy mode on MATLAB. The
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system’s overall accuracy was 93% collectively (without the personal effect of native singers involved for data collection

purposes) .

5. Hybrid Recognition Models

A vision-sensor-based approach was also adopted in sign language recognition. The previously used combination of

electromyography with an accelerometer was replaced with a vision-sensor-based hybrid approach. In the hybrid

approach, the authors used a variety of accelerometers with vision-sensor cameras. The purpose of a hybrid system was

to enhance data acquisition and accuracy. The vision-sensor-based hybrid prototype contained red, green, and blue

(RGB) color model cameras, depth sensors, and accelerometer-based axis and orientation sensors. This combination of

the smart hybrid approach was used for gesture identification purposes. The experimental setup included seven IMU

accelerometer sensors attached to the arm, wrist, and fingers. For data acquisition, five different age group sign language

speakers performed ten times repeated forty gestures. Parallel Hidden Markov Model (PaHMM) succeeded in producing

99.75% accuracy . Another combination of an accelerometer-based glove and camera sensor was used for American

Sign Language recognition. The experimental setup contained a camera attached to a hat for detecting correctly made

signs. Nine accelerometer sensors were used for gesture formation: five attached on each finger and two on the shoulder

and arm to detect arm and shoulder movement. Two sensors were attached to the back of the palm for hand orientation

measurement. This setup was tested on 665 gestures using the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and produced a per sign

accuracy of 94% .

6. Framework-Based Recognition Models

Most of the articles  followed a predefined framework for sign language recognition. The main objective of

using the same framework was to enhance data accuracy and dataset efficiency. The authors in ref.  correctly

developed a sign language system and implemented that system using different classification and recognition algorithms.

The authors in ref.  succeeded in creating a Vietnamese Sign Language framework that worked wirelessly. A two-

handed wireless smart data glove was designed and developed using bend and orientation measurement. The

experimental setup included MEMS accelerometer sensors attached just like the Accele Glove and as an addition one

more sensor was attached to the palm of hands for orientation measurement. Wireless communication was made feasible

by using a Bluetooth module attached to a cellphone. The user-generated sign was compared with the standard sign

language database, and the correctly found result was displayed on a cellphone screen. Finally, a text-to-speech Google

translator was utilized to convert the recognized sign alphabet into speech. This sign language framework succeeded in

producing a reasonable accuracy. Similarly, the authors in ref.  developed an Arabic Sign Language recognition

system. The main purpose of developing another framework for static sign analysis was to minimize the number of

sensors on data gloves. This experiment was simulated on the Proteus software. The two-handed glove system contained

six flex sensors, four contact sensors, one gyroscope, and one accelerometer sensor on each hand.

Another algorithmic-based sign language recognition framework was designed in ref. . Stream segmentation-based

sign descriptors and text auto-correction-based algorithm were utilized. The system also provided software architecture of

descriptors for hand gesture recognition. The Sign Language-based Interpolator, which converted text into speech, was

also designed in ref. . The overall system framework contained four basic modules that included the smart data glove,

training algorithms for the input sign dataset, wirelessly visible sign application, and sign language database for matching

the input sign with the standard repository. A very simple resistor-based framework was developed and implemented by

ref. . The authors used ten resistors and detected finger movement only. This was a medical application used only for

finger flexion and extension. This was a very simple, low-cost, efficient, reliable, and low-power trigger. A data glove

containing resistor-based framework was directly connected with a microcontroller which further transmits captured data

towards a computer for finger movement analysis. Another simple gesture recognition-based framework was developed

by ref. . The smart spelling data glove consisted of three bending sensors attached on three fingers. The authors

worked only on five gestures, including thumbs-up and rest. Input gesture data were fed into the microcontroller for

recognition purposes, and analyzed gestures were combined in a row to form meaningful data before transmitting them to

the receiver. A detailed review on all the frameworks based on Chinese Sign Language was discussed in ref. . All the

technical approaches that are only related to the regional Chinese Sign Language recognition and classification

mechanisms were discussed in detail. Another detailed review on all the wearable frameworks and prototypes related to

sign gesture classification was discussed in ref. . The authors focused on maximum frameworks that are related to

and had been previously used by authors in the same field. This is also a review article with good depth of technologies

and frameworks in SLR.
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